
 

Calif. requires TVs to be more energy-
efficient (Update)
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In a Thursday, Jan. 22, 2009 photo, Doug Pongrazc checks out a large screen
television while shopping at a Best Buy store in Elk Grove, Calif. While flat-
screen TVs have become the top sellers, they are also major energy hogs. The
most power-hungry television sets could soon be banned from store shelves in
California as state energy regulators on Wednesday, Nov. 18, 2009 consider a
first-in-the nation mandate intended to lower electricity demand. (AP
Photo/Rich Pedroncelli)

(AP) -- California regulators adopted the nation's first energy-efficiency
standards for televisions Wednesday in hopes of reducing electricity use
at a time when millions of American households are switching to power-
hungry, wide-view, flat-screen, high-definition sets.

The 5-0 vote by the California Energy Commission is just the latest
effort by the state to secure its place in the forefront of the
environmental movement.
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California represents such a big consumer market that environmental
groups hope the new standards will lead manufacturers to make energy-
saving TVs for the rest of the nation, just as California's stringent fuel
standards for cars and trucks forced automakers to produce more
efficient models for all of the U.S.

"Once again, California is leading the way, and we hope others will
follow," said Noah Horowitz, senior scientist at the Natural Resources
Defense Council.

The commission estimates that TVs account for about 10 percent of a
home's electricity use. The fear is that energy use will rise as people buy
bigger, more elaborate TVs, put more of them in their homes, and watch
them longer.

The regulations requiring televisions to be more efficient will be phased
in beginning in 2011. The standards will become even tougher in 2013,
with only a quarter of all TVs currently on the market meeting the
efficiency requirements.

"We have every confidence this industry will be able to meet the rule
and then some," Energy Commissioner Julia Levin said. "It will save
consumers money, it will help protect public health, and it will spark
innovation."

Some manufacturers warned that the regulations will cripple innovation,
limit consumer choice and hurt California stores, because people could
simply buy TVs out of state or online. The industry also complained that
manufacturers will be forced to make televisions with poorer picture
quality and fewer features than those sold elsewhere in the U.S.

"Instead of allowing customers to choose the products they want, the
commission has decided to impose arbitrary standards that will hamper
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innovation and limit consumer choice," said Jason Oxman, a vice
president with the Consumer Electronics Association. "It will result in
higher prices for consumers, job losses for Californians, and lost tax
revenue for the state."

The industry group said it was already working with the federal
government to promote more efficient TVs through the federal Energy
Star program.

The new standards will apply to new televisions up to 58 inches. Those
larger than 58 inches, which account for no more than 3 percent of the
market, were left out in a concession to sellers of high-end home-theater
TVs. But the commission is expected to regulate them in the future.

The average plasma TV uses more than three times as much energy as an
old cathode-ray tube set. Liquid-crystal display, or LCD, TVs use about
43 percent more energy than tube sets, according to Pacific Gas &
Electric Co., the state's biggest utility. LCDs now account for about 90
percent of the 4 million TVs sold in California each year.

Under the rules adopted Wednesday, all new 42-inch TV sets must use
less than 183 watts by 2011 and less than 116 watts by 2013.

That is considerably more efficient than flat-screen TVs placed on the
market in recent years. A 42-inch Hitachi plasma TV sold in 2007 uses
313 watts, while a 42-inch Sharp Liquid-crystal display, or LCD, TV
draws 232 watts, according to the Energy Commission.

The energy commission previously set aggressive energy-efficiency
standards for refrigerators, washing machines and other household
appliances, paving the way for more efficient models sold nationwide.

Televisions account for about 2 percent of California's overall electricity
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use. Each energy-efficient TV would save a household roughly $30 a
year in electricity costs, according to the commission. Environmental
groups said the rules would cut California's energy bills by $1 billion a
year, avoiding the need to build a 500-megawatt power plant.

©2009 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be
published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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